transmission of the Holocaust Trauma, and
a critique of the easiness with which religion
and violence are associated despite the fragility of the argument’s defense.
The book goes about its aim to equip its readers with the proper foundation for further
educated judgments on religion, by presenting a total of five sections made up of 32 essays comprised of both classical and contemporary sociological texts, and each section
preceded by an introductory essay by Wilcox. Despite the fact that each of these essays
were written independently of each other, as
narrated above, the analytical rigor is in such
a way that every section builds upon institutional frameworks, narratives and examples
introduced or analyzed previously to create

one cohesive text. What makes this book so
current is that alongside the classical and
what can be called as ‘mainstream’ interpretations of religion it juxtaposes critical evaluations and arguments including opposing
opinions as well. By presenting the sociology
of religion through a new framework constructed by numerous perspectives on the
subject, deriving from the plethora of exemplifying case studies from across the world,
Wilcox altogether presents her readers with a
new contemporary understanding of religion
in today’s world.

Endnote
1. Etienne Balibar, “Is There a ‘Neo-Racism’?” in Etienne Balibar, Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein, Race, Nation, Class, (London: Verso, 1991).

ISIS:

A History
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Reviewed by Peter Admirand, Dublin City University

As of this writing in late February
2017, ISIS has lost much territory
and financial capital since their peak
a year or so ago, when the book under discussion was about to go to
press. In this regard, the author of
ISIS: A History, Fewaz A. Gerges,
would not have been surprised, having written: “As a totalitarian-religious movement, ISIS will ultimately self-destruct, not because it commits evil deeds, but
because it lacks a political imagination and its
ideology is deeply at odds with the values and
ways of life of local communities” (p. 29). Its
obituary, however, is far from written, which

also does not remove its legacy inspiring groups in the future. While
weakening and diminished, ISIS (as
a Salafi-jihadist movement) remains
a threat either through lone-wolf inspired terrorism (especially abroad)
and through the bumbling, and often self-defeating way foreign powers continue to try to influence and
refashion the Middle East in their own images. Add to this the rise of xenophobia and
Islamophobia in some parts of the West with
corruption and political tyranny within Arab
state systems, then groups like ISIS can have
the recruiting done for them.
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While often repetitive, Gerges’ book helpfully
provides historical context to the creation,
fall, and rise of ISIS, connecting its impact
and fashioning from seeds planted in the
First Gulf War, and especially the destruction
and occupation of Iraq in the Second Gulf
War. Coupled by the coalition and Iraqi leaders’ failure to promote “an inclusive national
project and rebuild the political landscape” in
Iraq (pp. 116-117); to the alleged failures of
the Arab Spring (allowing ISIS to claim their
way is the only viable way); and the war in
Syria (where competing foreign and Syrian
claims and interests provided the discontent
and desperation for many Sunnis to side with
ISIS as an only or last option). Gerges, moreover, is adamant that “of all variables empowering ISIS, the anti-Shia, anti-Iranian factor
tops the list” (p. 17). ISIS’ main aim is to defeat whom they see as the main enemy: Shia
Muslims, with foreign enemies (especially the
United States) deemed secondary.
The book consists of eight chapters and a
conclusion focused on ISIS’ future. Chapter
one and chapter two provide an overview
of ISIS ideology and the historical contexts
from which ISIS arose, particularly focused
through narratives of key individuals like Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi, leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq,
which played a formative influence in the
development of ISIS. Chapter three details
how the broken political landscape in Iraq
fueled discontent and sharpened the Sunni
and Shia divide, giving space for Salafi-jihadist groups to spread their message through
violence. Chapter four then traces the rise of
ISIS’ founder and current leader, Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi while chapter five examines the
question of the role and influence of Iraqi
Baathists within ISIS. Chapter six contends
how the Syrian War provided a crucial context
for ISIS growth during a period of stagnancy
while chapter seven interestingly argues how
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a failure to realize democratic dreams within
the Arab Spring strengthened ISIS’ claim of
being the only real option for Muslims. Chapter eight then compares ISIS and al-Qaeda
and how they not only differed but have been
in conflict at various points.
At times the repetition in the book can be
helpful, as unfamiliar readers will feel lost
from the proliferation and splintering of various militant groups, along with names that
will resemble one another, from ISIS’ leader
and self-proclaimed Caliph, Abu Bakr alBaghdadi to Abu Omar al-Baghdadi (d. 2010,
the previous leader of the Islamic State of
Iraq). The writing, however, at times seems
rushed and readers will find few memorable
and vivid descriptions of the people and places evoked, unlike Graeme Wood’s The Way
of the Strangers: Encounters with the Islamic
State, or Charles Glass’ reporting and travels in Syria for The New York Review of Books
(see also his Syria Burning). Although both
the above writers are journalists, historians at
their best blend deeply-researched and methodologically sound accounts with a penchant
for narrative zeal and rich characterization
and turns of phrase. Those looking for such
writing, will not find it in Gerges’ dry text,
though there were hints of this creativity in
the title of the introduction: “Down the Rabbit Hole and into the History of ISIS,” which is
the most enlivening and worthwhile chapter
in the book. Such a metaphor is apt because
the world according to ISIS, as Georges depicts in chapter one, is a Manichean one of us
against them: either you ascribe to ISIS ideology in full or you are an apostate or infidel
and so deserving of death. In such a world
there is no pluralism, democracy, dialogue,
or compromise, at least in any sustaining way
as ISIS may employ such tactics until overwhelming force can be deployed with an assured outcome.

ISIS’ aim is to extend and establish a Caliphate faithful to how ISIS interprets Islamic law
and history, which means a history that conquers through a violent and totalizing Islamic
faith. Just as Catholics now separate their faith
from the Inquisition or Crusades, the majority of Muslims distance themselves from ISIS
ideology, but sadly, religious doctrine was
crucial to ideology behind previous Catholic
violence and remains essential in ISIS’ ideology. While the Second Vatican Council in the
1960s was the momentous step towards creating a Catholic Church in support of human
rights, dignity, and interfaith dialogue, such
a Muslim-wide revolution can sometimes

seem to be still in its sporadic, early stages.
At the same time, Western amnesia towards
their own colonial, cold war, or war on terror
political and moral debacles continues with
little sign of change, especially with Donald
Trump in the White House and the rise of the
political right in Europe. Meanwhile, stories
of sustained democratic, pluralist hope and
progress remain untapped across most of the
Middle East and in countries like Egypt. All
of this helps to maintain the attraction and
relevance of ISIS, even as it loses land and revenue. As Gerges writes, “a revolution of ideas”
(p. 293) is needed to best contend with and
defeat ISIS ideology.
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Ending the War on Terror
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Reviewed by Özge Taylan, Yıldırım Beyazıt University

By effectively defining the war on
terror rhetoric, this heritage of
Bush to Obama becomes the rhetorical lynchpin for the American
foreign policy and everyday life in
the post-9/11 era. Although various studies have analyzed U.S. foreign policy, studies on the rhetoric
of the war on terror seem to remain
limited. This book, that is a useful reference,
serves scholars of U.S. foreign and security
policy, Middle East studies, and terrorism.
Besides the editors’ introduction and conclusion, this book consists of ten substantive chapters, each tackling what the authors
identify as the implementation of counterterrorism policies under the Obama Administration.

In chapter one, Trevor McCrisken
claims that Obama’ foreign policy is
compatible with the election rhetoric but expecting wholesale change
in counter-terrorism policy is also
unrealistic. The author illustrates
differences in discourse and action
in three accounts: First is the high
expectation from the audiences and
their misreading Obama’s discourse on the
“change.” Second, Obama actually adopted
a counterterrorism strategy that is inherited
from Bush, called the ‘Late-Bush Era’ by the
author. Finally, Obama’s emphasis on values
and morality has been questioned with the
increased drone attacks policy. In chapter
two, the author evaluates the questions “Is
the U.S. in decline?” and “Are we witnessing
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